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Introduction
Token Name: BNTX – Bintex Token
BINTEXFUTURES is a proposed cryptocurrency exchange which will
trade in Bintex Token and other cryptocurrencies. It will have the
essential USPs of a centralized exchange like speed and convenience
with the security advantages of a decentralized exchange. We will
construct a world-class crypto Exchange which will fuel the future of
crypto-currencies and this could be an opportunity for you to help us
do it.

BintexPAY Wallet
Every Exchange User will have a private wallet to access their assets,
this wallet will provide Blockchain addresses for each User. Each user
on our exchange will be provided with an individual address for each
type of asset. QR code scanning enabled for withdrawals and deposits.

BintexPAY Card
Users will be able to access available BINTEX Token in their wallet
directly through a BintexPAY chip card, thereby opening a wide
range of possibilities. User can convert and withdraw BINTEX Token
in the form of at. Users will be able to use these cards on a
payment gateway to pay bills/recharge/shop etc.
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BintexPAY Wallet
BINTEX platform will also run on a wallet system for each user which
will hold all the information regarding user’s holdings, trading history,
Credit history, payment information, BintexPAY Card details.
♦ Buy, Sell, Store, Spend, and Pay with cryptocurrencies
♦ Withdrawal minimal charge which will be converted and paid to
the BINTEX System in the form of BNTX Token.
♦ Users have access to all upheld cryptocurrency data and charts
directly within the BINTEXPAY Wallet. These features will allow
users to have full insight on the cryptocurrencies that
BINTEXPAY Wallet supports with charts, circulating supply, total
supply, daily volume, and more for each cryptocurrency.
♦ BINTEXPAY Card credit, payment cycle, card statement, card
usage will be accessed through the wallet.
♦ Real-time CARD spending history with geo-location of merchant.
♦ Loan against Crypto, Loan payments can be done through
BINTEXPAY Wallet.
♦ The Wallet app will be available on both Google Play Store and
Apple Store.
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BintexPAY CHIP CARD
It is proposed to position and push BintexPAY debit/credit card in a
manner that it will be accepted at myriad locations globally. This
cryptocurrency card will be linked to the users BintexPAY Wallet
enabling them to spend their BNTX tokens with real-time conversion
powered by the BINTEXFUTURES.
♦ BNTX as a native card currency will bring extra revenue to Bintex
system and more prots for the community.
♦ Change PIN directly within the BintexPAY Wallet.
♦ BNTX to at conversion fees during usage of BintexPAY Card on
multiple payment channels.
♦ Real-time at conversions with BINTEXFUTURES.
♦ Credit against crypto will be introduced in BintexPAY chip cards.
Interest and fees on late payments will be credited in BINTEX
system after converting at to BNTX.
♦ Cashback program for card users.
♦ Partnerships with at payment systems will help BintexPAY cards to
be accepted on millions of physical locations and online platforms.
♦ Proposed acceptance on Apple pay & Google pay.
♦ Total control through BintexPAY Wallet.
♦ Multiple card type with more and more rewards features according
to user’s need.
Every quarter prots from the BINTEX System will be calculated
and after due appropriations, will be used to burn BNTX Tokens.
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BNTX Token Sale and Economics
Total Token Supply
Launchpad Allocation
Token Type
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40,000,000 BNTX
400,000 BNTX ( 1% of Total Token Supply )
ERC-20,TRC-20
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
5%

Airdrops
Team

10%

Marketing & Development

25%

Liquidity

10%

Staking Rewards

20%

Presale

10%

Partnerships

10%

NFT Rewards

10%

Token Allocation
Partnerships
Airdrops
Team
Marke ng & Development

BNTX

Liquidity
Staking Rewards
Presale
NFT Rewards
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ROADMAP

Q1 2021

► Partnerships With eCommerce Companies
► Binte Decentralised Wallet Development
Q2 2021
► Bintex Decentralised Wallet Launch
► Research on Staking-Dapps

Q3 2021
► Bintex Staking Dapp development
► Launched BNTX Staking Dapp on
Ethereum Platform
► Research on Smart Chains
Q4 2021
► BNTX token Launch on Tron ( TRC-20) Chain
► Launched BNTX Staking Dapp on Tron Platform
Q1 2022
► Partnerships
► BNTX token launch on Binance Smart Chain
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ROADMAP

Q2 2022
► NFT's Launch
► NFT's Market place Live
► BintexPAY Wallet Development
Q3 2022
► Partnership with eCommerce related stores
► BNTX token launch for Utilitiy Payment methods

Q4 2022
► New Exchanges listings
► Road Map changes
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Fund Usage
♦ 40% of the funds will be used to build the Bintex
Futures platform and perform upgrades to the
system, which includes team recruiting, training,and
the development budget.
♦ 45% will be used for Bintex Futures branding and
marketing, including continuous promotion and
investor education of Bintex Futures and Blockchain
innovations. A budget sufcient for various
advertisement activities / channels is being factored.
♦ 15% will be kept in reserve to cope with any
emergency or unexpected situation that might come up.
It will also be used for any Bitex social welfare programs
that may be taken up.
♦ Every quarter prots from the BINTEX System will be
calculated and after due appropriations, a designated
part of the prots will be used to burn BNTX Tokens.
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BintexPAY Chip Cards
►BintexPAY Chip cards will bring more investor partnerships and
relationships which will make it easier for BNTX holders to use their
funds on more and more platforms.

E-Commerce
►With Chip cards in circulation, BINTEX will add an E-Commerce
platform in the BINTEX Eco-system.
►Local shipping , Retail ECOM Stores with Only Crypto accepted
and transactions will be processed through BintexPAY Chip
Cards.

ROADMAP Update and The Vision
►With the support of our Community and hard work of our
Team, BINTEX will launch more and more platforms to meet
the daily use of a human being.
►With such wide range of projects and products in our ECOSystem,
our vision and our community will grow together.
►We will update our Roadmap after each successful launch.
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RISKS
Policy Risk: At present, the Indian government has not published any
unequivocal position with respect to Blockchain activities, crypto
currencies and IEO nancing and so it is possible that the users may be
impacted by future policies that maybe announced.
Systematic risks: These allude to potential changes brought about by
normal elements of general signicance and have similar affect in the
performance of all Blockchain organizations. Systematic risks also
include force majeure factors which among others include catastrophic
events, enormous outages / scope breakdowns of worldwide PC
systems and political turmoil.
Supervision absence risk: Digital resource exchanges, including
BNTX, have incredibly high uncertainty. In the absence of powerful
industry supervision / framework in advanced resource exchanges,
electronic tokens are susceptible to sharp rise and falls.
Dangers after supervisory guidelines are shaped: It can't be denied
that sooner rather than later, supervisory guidelines will be framed to
limit the elds of Blockchain and electronic tokens. In the event that
supervisory and administrative bodies play out a standard administration
over these elds, the electronic tokens bought during the IEO time frame
might be inuenced. The effects incorporate, however are not constrained
to, cost and dependability variances and limitations.
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There is solid market competition and so whether the BINTEX
token can stand apart among numerous strong activities / campaign
of its competitors is a risk. It proposes to build and drive its market
through a group and has several USPs for this, but again in an
unregulated market, it is likely to be impacted by any unethical / unfair
practices from business rivals.
Risks within the team: BINTEX has a group of highly skilled team
members of diverse skill sets and maturity levels. This of course
includes senior specialized experts/ designers /developers in the
Blockchain eld. Team cohesion and unity is very important and
changes in team or the dynamics will have some impact on th
working.
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Risks about venture innovations: This venture depends on a
cryptographic calculation. Quick advancements of cryptology will
denitely invite risk / danger of framework breaks.
Cryptology's centre organizations are bolstered by advancements like
Blockchain, disseminated record, decentralization, etc. The BINTEX
group can't completely ensure innovation to completely satisfy the
threat from these threatening tech advancements.
Escape clauses might be found during venture redesigning, which can
be cured through a patches discharge. Notwithstanding, the level of
being affected by escape clauses can't be resolved.
Risks about programmer assaults and violations: With respect to
security, one individual is exceptionally little, yet the general
number of individuals is incredible. This has put a high need upon
the venture's security conrmation. Since they have attributes like
secrecy and unchanging nature, tokens might be utilized by crooks
or potentially programmers for crime.
Other dangers obscure at present: With constant advancement of
Blockchain innovation and changes the general business, BINTEX may
confront business challenges that can't be anticipated at present.
Investors and others associated with this venture must understand
all the various risks cited above and also factor in for those that
cannot be anticipated now before making the choice. They ought to
deal with their desires and participate in the Token dissemination
sensibly.

Disclaimer
► This Document, serves only the purpose of conveying
information. The content of this report are just for reference and
don't plan to make any proposals or solicitations to request
enthusiasm for or buy stock or protections.
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► This Document shall not and cannot be considered as an
invitation to enter into an investment. Any conduct related with
this white paper, including any request for acquiring a duplicate
of this white paper or offering this white paper to other people,
won't be regarded as interest in the IEO.
►The participant in IEO or the purchaser of BNTX token undertakes
that (s)he/it understands and has signicant experience of
cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems and services, and that
(s)he/it fully understands the risks associated with the Token Sale
as well as the mechanism related to the use of cryptocurrencies
(incl. Storage). All IEO members should sign the agreement
wilfully and must have a high Knowledge about BINTEX before
signing the agreement.
►The BINTEX group will keep on performing sensible tests to ensure
genuineness and exactness of the data in this white paper. During
the advancement procedure, the stage might be refreshed. The
updates incorporate, however are not constrained to, stage
components, electronic tokens and their systems, and appropriation
of electronic tokens. Some report substance might be balanced in
like manner in the new white paper with the task's turn of events.
The group will make open the progressions to the white paper
through a declaration or by posting the refreshed white paper on its
website. The member must get the most recent white paper and
modify their desires in like manner. BINTEX won't accept any
misfortunes by the member brought about by:
(I) the member depending on the content of the white paper;
(ii) data incorrectness in the white paper; or (iii) any
practices brought about by the white paper.
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► As an encoded token utilized in BINTEX, BNTX doesn't have a
place with any of the accompanying classes: (a) cash of any sort;
(b) protections; (c) stock privileges of a lawful substance; (d)
stocks, bonds, charges, warrants, testaments, speculation
contract, or different instruments bearing comparative rights.
► Whether BNTX will acknowledge or not is controlled by the
market and the requests after application satisfaction. Now
and again, BNTX may have no an incentive by any means. The
group will make no duties about its thankfulness and will
accept no obligations for outcomes brought about by an
expansion or diminishing in its worth.
► To the most extreme degree permitted by law, the group will
accept no obligations for any harms and additionally chances
emerging from token dissemination cooperation, which
incorporate, however are not constrained to, immediate or
roundabout individual harms, loss of business benets, loss
of business data, and some other nancial harms.
► The BINTEXFUTURES will watch supervisory guidelines for
sound improvement of the IEO business and the business' selfcontrol
articulations. Interest implies that the member will
totally acknowledge and watch these practices. The data
uncovered by the member to nish these investigations must
be nished and exact.
► The BINTEXFUTURES has unequivocally passed on potential
dangers to members. Interest in token appropriation procures
that the member has afrmed his/her comprehension and
acknowledgment of every condition and guidance in the itemized
rules, acknowledges the potential dangers about this stage, and
will expect results without anyone else/herself.
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► As the ofcial token of BINTEX, BNTX is a signicant
instrument for the BINTEXFUTURES to perform prociently.
Nonetheless, BNTX isn't a security, and claiming BNTX doesn't
imply that its proprietor has been managed with the
restrictive right, controlling right, as well as approach making
right in regard to the BINTEXFUTURES
► BINTEX is not to be considered as advisor in any legal, tax or
nancial matters. Any information in the white paper is given
for general information purpose only and BINTEX does not
provide with any warranty as to the accuracy and completeness
of this information.

Representation and warranties
By participating in the Token Sale, the buyer consents to the above
mentioned and specically, they represent and warrant that they:
♦ have read cautiously the terms and conditions appended to the
white paper; consent to their full content and acknowledge to
be lawfully limited by them.
♦ are over 18 years of age or have arrived at the age where
are able to go into a legally binding relationship in the
nation of home.
♦ live in a country which permits the BINTEX FUTURES to sell
the BNTX token through a crowdsale without requiring any
legal authorization.
♦ have full approval to follow up for the lawful element which
will buy the BNTX token, if following up for the benet of a
lawful element.
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♦ won't utilize the crowdsale for any criminal behavior, including
however not constrained to illegal tax avoidance and the nancing
of fear-based oppression;
♦ have adequate information about the idea of the cryptographic
tokens and have noteworthy involvement in, and utilitarian
comprehension of, the utilization and complexities of managing
cryptographic tokens and monetary standards and blockchainbased
frameworks and administrations;
♦ know about completely related guidelines in the particular ward in
which s(he)/it is situated in and that buying cryptographic tokens in
that locale isn't disallowed, limited or subject to extra states of any
sort. (Participants can't add to the Token Sale if there are pertinent
lawful limitations in their nation of living arrangement. It is the
obligation of every member to know these laws and think about them
before their support in the Token Sale).
♦ buy BNTX tokens on the grounds that s(he)/it wish to approach the
BINTEXFUTURES Exchange and to utilize their different usefulness
or potentially in light of the fact that’s(he)/it wish to help the further
turn of events and promoting of the BINTEX services as well as in
light of the fact that’s(he)/it wish to encourage advancement, testing,
sending and activity of blockchain-based or related applications.
♦ Countries excluded in addition to standard list (Afghanistan, Bosnia
And Herzegovina, Cayman Islands, Democratic People's Republic
of Korea (DPRK), Ethiopia, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Syria,
Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Uganda, The United States, Yemen)
US resident or inhabitant and are not buying BNTX token with the
end goal of theoretical venture or use.
♦ defer the option to take an interest in a legal claim or a class-wide
mediation against the BINTEXFUTURES and its Afliate Parties.
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